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ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA AN? ORGANIZATION OF. THE WORK OF THE SESSION

(item 3 of the revised provisional agenda)' (l/Cfr.l4/338/H6v.l)
r

J '

Mr. BRIGHT (Liberia) proposed a change-in the wording of. item

10 to read: "Relations with the Organization^of African Unity and the
African Development Bank".

Before discussion of. that item,, it-would

be desirable .for the secretariat to, distribute a document setting out
the-relations of the Commission with those two-organizations.
Mr. RAVOAGAITGY A2fDRlAlfAVALC2fA (Madagascar) proposed that the

Commission should also examine the question of the revision of its.
. terms of reference; paragraphs 15, 16 arid H9 in particular,, should,

-be altered to suit current needs arid the role the Commission had to
■ play.

■

•

■

■-

-:

-■■■•■

.....

Mr, BRIGHT (Liberia) seconded the proposal of the representa
tive of Madagascar and suggested that the question should be examined
under item 12 (Any other business).
The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Commission should adopt the
revised provisional agenda with the proposed modifications.
It was so decided.

.

.

....- ,;■.-:,- ,

■

...■.= ..

STATEMENT BY THE UNDER-SECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC,iAND.SOCIAL AFFAIRS"■
Mr. de SEINES (Under-Secretary for Economic and Social.£ffairs)
thought the address given at the opening meeting by the Chairman of

the seventh session and the prefatory note by the Executive Secretary

appearing in the draft report of the Commission (^Ctr.l4/L.32i and

Corr.l) would set the tone for the current session.
After a period when the enthusiasm over independence and the
earnest desire for African Unity had produced a multiplicity of

proposals aimed at multilateral arrangements, the need was being felt

to take a second look at national realities and tackle the most

humble aspects of economic life.

Improvements in productivity, the

provision of storage facilities and marketing arrangements,' "the
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production of agricultural implements, household gcods, and bulldog
materials were the modest but highly important objectives which ;the
Executive Secretary rightly emphasized.

Nevertheless he did not think that there was any disenchantment
with multinational co-operation, nor any pulling back. On the opntrary,

there had been some eneouragtag signs.

For example, a.commumty had

been formed in East Africa; in the Maghreb, headway had been, made
toward8 industrial speoiaiization and the organization of trade, the
Customs Union,of West African States had set up permanent machinery,

the agreement on sugar production and consumption with the Joint AfroMalagasy Organization (OGAM), the creation of the African Groundnut
Council, and the preparations for the joint exploitation of the River
Senegal were other important achievements.

The somewhat different approach the Executive Secretary thought
it desirable to adopt la.the work of the Commission reflected the
special situation in Africa, deluding the Republic of South Afrxca,
the foreign trade of Africa showed an increase which might encourage

optimisms 50 Per cent since I960. However, on breaking down that

aggregate, it could be seen that three countries accounted by them

selves for a very high proportion of the improvement. .*» ^ ,„
,
the other countries sinoe I960 was not more than' 25 per cent.

under-developed countries as a whole it was AO per cent.
Africa's wealth in minerals, particularly petroleum and copper,

coupled with the existence in several regions of deep, fertile .o.xl,
capable of supporting intensive agriculture had given rise to the ;.
theory of "development poles" which would retire a much more advanced
of oc-operation and regional integration, if it were to be j^t
into practice.

The historical heritage had added,to the difficulties resulting

from the accidents of geography. Nation building could not be founded
exoiusiv** on «oo»o*ic facts.

The political instability which was .

observable here and there did not facilitate the work of planners, ?jj_
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but at least it made possible a- •deeperavond&r3'taadixig of the
mechanisms on which action must be taken.

Different countries reacted

.differently to problems, hesitating whether to* embark upon a policy

Of gradual change or one of radical transformation.

fti; either case

they had to operate with extreme frugality in the matter of human

■

resources and technical cadres. '

Although for the moment the problem of hunger was not so acute

in Africa as in other regions, the growth of the population left no
room for optimism.

Per capita agricultural production did not at

present exceed the level of 1957-1959i since that time it had fallen

by 10 per cent in North Africa, whereas it had inoreased tiy 10 per;cent
in. the developed countries.

Throughout the world there were enormous

difficulties in the way of making agriculture a dynamio sector.

It

would be a mistake to identify the demographic problem too olosely with
the Maithusian dilemma.

Even-where there was.no threat of famine,

there was a danger that1the efforts made an the most varied fields?
such as urbanization or employment, might be completely unsuitable

unless they were based upon an accurate knowledge of population growth*
It already seemed clear that the rate of population growth in^

Africa would continue to rise for a long time, while that of the rest
of the world would begin to fall early in the ne3?t decade*

According

to the most receni estimates, the annual rate of population;growth
towards the end of the century would be 2 per cent in the under

developed regions as a whole and 3 per oent in Africa.
Paced with such prospects, the efforts made in the realm1 of
statistics and population research in Africa seemed inadequate*countries had not yet organized a complete census,

oensuses undertaken were very far from perfect.

Several

and in others the

The situation was

better as regards the registration of births, dteaths and migrations.
It would seem that the Commission could become the centre for a new
and systematic effort in that direction..

:
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In a recent statement at Niamey, the Assistant Administrative

Secretary-General :of tlie Organization of African Unity . (OAU) had said
that every African Government nad to choose between two solutions:

the first consisted in making profitable us er of'existing similarities
......

i ■""'"■■■■ i

•-1

■■-.-,

.

.

,

.

'

.

.

'

■ ■■

in order to consolidate bo-operation betweengovernments and the sebond,
apparently more difficult, in building a community to develop a large
area free from foreign enclaves*

The Commission's current session

might provide the opportunity for a realistic examination of that

ohoioe.

"■ ■ ■'

■■ '■

■■ '

"■

■■■'•

'>'-■■'-

■

' '

■

-

.■.:■-..

Suoh a regional integration undertaking could be achieved only
through the expression of political will, which would perhaps require
the saorifioe of some short-term economic interests.

Ab an organ of

the. United Nations, the Commission could emphasize the responsibili
ties of the world oommunily with respeot to regional integration.

.

Africa could not, "by itself, mobilize the resouroes neoessary for

supt a purpose.

The industrial pountries had to adapt their trade

policies and, for a time at least, accept .differential tariffs or other
forms of;preference in favour of Africa; it was a question in fact of
a limited application of the currently recognized principle of the
non-reoiprooity of obligations in oonditions of inequality.

■"..

Financial, support,for regional integration should be massive and

diversified5 it should also be so designed that countries would be able
to survive the disruptions attributable to the establishment of free-

trade areas - a very real jprpblem as the experience of the Latin
American free-trade area proved.

It would be neoessary to ensure

long-term investment in the most backward countries and promote the
redeployment of resouroes that might prove necessary when several
countries decided to link tneir economic destinies.

*

A major contribution was also essential for the development of

transport because it wae necessary to break the vicious circle of
insufficient trade oaused by lack of trans-port and vice versa.

The
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cost involved was enormous and it was a long-term enterprise,

"but,

much of the effort to promote integration faced that problem,

it had

to be made the main topic of discussion,
The world community would show wisdom if

necessary for Afrioan integration.

as

...
it provided the means

Although there was no really

encouraging sign in that respect, African countries should neverthe
less, pursue tpgether a permanent negotiation,

one of whose objectives

snould be to create structures, habits, reflexes and practices which
would add to Africa's weight oh major world decisions.
There was a danger that

out the African countries,

or

.

.

the Kennedy Round would be concluded with

the under-developed countries as a whole,

having succeeded in finding the cohesion necessary to have any decisive

effect .on the polioies of the large industrial countries} the second
United Nations

Conference on Trade and Development and the next meeting

of under-developed countries at Algiers would give them another '

opportunity to make themselves heard, but there was no time to lose.
■ There should be.no despair of international co-operation"at

African and world levels.- . £3ome not insignificant headway had already
been made^

such, as the International Coffee Agreement.

under the auspices of the Commission,

Established

the African Development Bank

(ADB) had already begun operations and would attract large contribu
tions from the rest of the world for African projects.
Much of

the

Commission's efforts should be concentrated on the new

Development Decade which the Economio and Social Council and the United
Nations General Assembly had decided to begin preparing at once.

The

Commission must be able to present to the international community a
realistic but ambitious programme that could lead to mutual commitments

between industrial countries and "third world" countries.

The idea
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of commitment,appeared essential,

because the uncertainties of inter

national politics were a graver handicap for Africa than for any other
region and because the international arrangements and institutions

could only exercise an influence, which, although useful, would have
to be strengthened by sufficiently lasting and specific commitmentsSuch commitments were taking shape within the framework of several

international bodies, such as the International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development (IBBD), the Organization"for Economic Co—operation

and Development (OBCD), and, oh the American continent, the Allianoe
for Progress.

Africa could not isolate itself from the world, nor could the
world disengage itself from Africa.

The duty of solidarity, obvious

at the economic level, was also necessary with respect to fundamental

human rights, gravely imperilled in one part of the continent.

Form

ing a solid part of the United Nations world system, the Commission

could and should be a centre for collective reflection and specific

action which would help the continent to iake its proper place in the
world.

""

■'

■■■■-;

"

-

■.-'■"" "\ '1
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MR. MACY- (United Nations Development. Programme) said.that the
statistics left little doubt that Africa was oil, the move economically.
Although the pace of economic development varied from country to
country and serious problems persisted, the trend was certainly one of
progress..

Under the leadership of its Executive Secretary, ECA was

making a notable contribution to that progress.

Economic development' in Africa depended primarily on the efforts

made by the individual, countries themselves.

Most of them were marshal-*

ling their own human and physical resources for that purpose.

However, in Africa, as elsewhere,' the developing countries required

external assistance, since they lacked capital, skilled manpower and
equipment.

The assistance already provided from bilateral and multiT

lateral sources was playing a vital role in. the .development of the
African continent.

It wag nevertheless insufficient.

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) was one of the
major sources of multilateral assistance to Africa.

Development was

a co-operative task and UNDP collaborated with the developing countries

as a partner in the execution of projects that the countries prepared
themselves.

Behind its contribution was a world-wide partnership of

rich;and poor countries.

In Nigeria 210 people representing 42 countries

were working together on UNDP-assisted projects.

Such work.was made ,.

possible by partnership, with .the United Nations and:ite specialized .y->:

agencies, which implemented and supervised the projects approved by the.
Governing Council of UNDP.-.i,1

;. ■

.

.

..!■..■

The UNDP partnership with international agencies was of special
significance in Africa,
in any other, continent.

1

,

wh.ere more projects; were being undertaken, than
...

,■: ■

..

,

- ■.■'■.,

.

:

.

,

but of'the total of" 3,597 UNDF-assisted technical'co-operation and

pre-investment projects, 1,295 were or would':be in'Africa.-

The 'document

before the Commission on UNDP'activities in Africa on 1 January ^967
showed that a total of $250 million was currently allocated for country

/
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or regional projects in Africa.

But that figure had already been exceeded:

the Governing Council of UNDP had just approved a new pre-investment

programme of 70 projects, including 26 for Africa.

The total UNDP

commitment in Africa was now more than #279 million.

About $40 million of that sum was being spent on many small-scale
but

nonetheless

vital projects within the framework of the Technical

Assistance Programme for 1967/9• The balance was divided among 220 largescale pre-investment projects designed to help recipient countries to
discover and develop their resources so as to enable them more easily
to attract

foreign investment capital.

.

In the relationship between UNDP and the developing countries of
Africa,

the latter were the senior partners,

since the counterpart funds

contributed to projects by the African countries totalled $295 million.
The readiness of the African countries to assume the major-responsibility
in the

joint action had been considered a very encouraging sign by the

chief donor countries.
Since the resources
spared no

■

.

available for assistance were limited,

UNUP

efforts to make the best possible use of available funds.

During the thirteen months which Had elapsed since the consolidation
of the Special Fund and the Expanded Programme

many measures had^been taken to

the Programme.

of Technical Assistance,

increase the operational efficiency of

The UNDP had negotiated new agreements with various

specialized agencies to

achieve

closer collaboration

in the

field.-

In

that connexion, the UNDP Inter-Agency Coneulta-tivB Board had an essential
part

to play.

Describing the role of Resident Representatives* he said that they
were not merely representatives of the Administrator of the Programme
in th.e recipient countries;

they also served as

Governments and Headquarters and, as such,
rational and,effective.

liaison officers between

strove to make activities more,

The Resident Representative could also,

on

request,, serve as an intermediary in connexion with certain forms of
external assistance,

for example,

bilateral aid, which might be extended

E/Ctf. 14/SR. 129 (VIII)
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to UNDP projects.

In Africa,

"associated aid"

amounted to more than $30 million*

was not always an easy one.

of that kind already

The task of Resident Representatives

It was ofieri necessary for them to press

hard to obtain essential project support from Governments'.
so in accordance with formal instructions from UNDP,

of the projects and of the Programme as a whole.

They did

in the interests

For no matter what

efforts might he expended by UNDP and the executing agencies, the
successful implementation of projects was largely dependent upon action
by recipient Governments.
He had been requested to draw the Commission's attention to the

difficulties,encountered by the executing.agencies in the reoruitment
of experts.

Specialists with the necessary, qualifications were very

busy, people and rarely available;

they could not afford to wait several

monthB for the Government concerned to approve their appointment.

The

period of waiting should never exceed one month.

;;

With regard to regional projects in Africa,

he wished to emphasize

that for the proper execution of such projects, All the participating
Governments must meet their contractual commitments fully and promptly*

The Governing Council and Administrators of,,UNDP attached great importance

to the useful, information with which UCA had provided; UNDP in connexion
with several regional pre-investment projeots.

They were grateful to

ECA for its participation in the organization of regional
seminars and in the preparation of many technical assistance and pre-

investment projects*

.

As the Commission^ draft report (E/CN.14/L.321) indicated, the
African countries had many urgent areas of concern in the years ahead*
regional co-operation,
manpower,

small-scale

agricultural training,

intracontinental transport;
industry,

shortage of skilled

the commercial aspects

of.agriculture,

exploitation of known development possibilities,

banking and foreign investment opportunities.

A;t the request of

Governments, UNDP was assisting projects in all those fields.

:

;

™J**fi**#m^
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n ine seeisibh-'i Mr; fiaulU&aroHenry, the; Assistant Administrator

;6f:-l3NSP'lahd As>bciate';I)irebtorrof iit^Bureau of Operation^ and Programming,
'wo^ld^rbvide":iliev"(5ommidBion with-any information it n<s«dod on the nature

and purpose of the ;jbint efforts oif Governments; 'flNEP and its executing
agencies .'^Phere'Were two:points to which the Administrator of UNDP'
attaohed:special importance. The first concerned what might toe called

"nation^buil'ding"^ the process -whereby a country "beoame better able to
make the fullest possible uie'of all its resources to create an

increasingly productive economy and a social system that provided ever

greater opportunities,for people to build a better,life*

The Administrator

has-referred.particularly, to the increasing urgency of raising rural
living, standards and agriculture productivity in order to improve
conditions not only, on the farms but also in the towns*
:< Secondly,

the Administrator had referred to tha need for fuller

mobilization of domestic capital and increasing the flow and affective
ness of external assistance., He had said that the net flow of develop
ment assistance would have to be doubled by 1970 if reasonably adequate
progress were tp be achieved in the low-income countries*
work could be. particularly useful in th,at. connexion.

Pre-inyestment

All Governments

must appreciate thai; the £172 millipn currently pledge fqr 1967 was.
almost 15 per cent short of the #200 million target set by the General
Assembly.

The Secretary-Genera]- of the United Nations had stated that

it was imperative to close that gap.

He had also called for a contribu

tion level of $350 million to be reached by 1970.

The next three years

might be decisive for the future course of the development drive and

for UlftJP's role in it.

V/

"

M. d'ARBOUSSIER. (Executive Director, United Nations Institute
for Training and Research) said he wished briefly to describe the United

Nations Institute for Training and Hesejirch (UKITAR), its £oals, its
achievements and aspirationsj especially with regard to co-operation

with the States members of SCA and the agenoies collaborating with i.t«
The Institute had been established on the initiative of Beveral member

States and had taken three years, from 1962 to 1965> to assume its final

E/C3if.i4/SR.i29.i(VIIl)
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thanks to the unflagging support of the United Nations Secretariat,

which had attached'great

importance to providing it with the necessary funds

for its smooth functioning.
The Board of Trustees

in 1965*

of the Institute had met for the first time

It consisted of the President of the General Assembly, the

President of the Economic and Social Council,
Executive
General

Director of the

for their

Institute

competence

the Secretary-General,

and individuals

and interest

chosen by the

in international

the

Secretary-

affairs.

Iir. the resolution by, wnich it had established UNITAR (resolution.
1827 (XVII)),the General Assembly had recognized that economic and social
development and the achievement of peace

national

co-operation in various

areas3

and security depended on. inter

and a study made by the United

Nations Secretariat had shown what part the Institute's

play in efforts, made in that fields
principles of the Institute,

After having defined the fundamental

which had been drawn up by the Executive

Director with the help of a number of individuals,
Nations Under-Secretary for Economic

its

and to the

contributions.

It

character both to its

links

governing bodies,

But it was also an autonomous

and a budget supported by voluntary

co-operation with international and national

especially with respect

organizations.'

Its

it had an Executive Director and two directors

in charge of training and research respectively,

either activity,

Affairs.

enjoyed wide freedom of action,

organization was simple:

including the United

composition of its

sphere of action and its programmeo

body with a Board of Trustees

to

and Social

owed its international

with the United Nations

could

the Board of Trustees had adopted a plan

of organization and a programme,

The Institute

activities

as requiredo

the staff servicing

It endeavoured to take part in the co

ordination of United Nations activities

as a whole;

and the "Executive

Director attended the'meetings of the Administrative Committee;on Co
ordination 'and presided over the annual meeting of directors of the
institutes in the United Nations family.-

■

He had submitted a oompl^te

report on:UNITAR Activities to the last session of the General Assembly ■■

(A/65OO) and would therefore confine himself to supplying,some additional
information.

E/CH.14/SR.129(VIII)
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With regard to training,

the Institute organized short-term programmes

in the fields of international economics, international law and inter

national organizations as well as regional programmes of longer durat^i,li
dealing with the diplomatic service, international law and technical

assistance.

Thus, in 19-67, a six-month programme was to he organized

at Geneva for young diplomats and the first seminar on international
law, for which the Institute was to provide two professors, would be
held at Dar-es-Salaam.

UNITAR had also undertaken the implementation

of a joint programme with international organizations in co-operation
with UNDP, six of whose deputy resident representatives had participated
in a seminar with seventeen national directors of foreign aid co
ordination.

Lastly, the Institute had tackled the important matter of the

training of United Nations staff, which it .was studying together with
the specialized agencies.

In that connexion, he had submitted a

proposal to the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination, which was

to meet at Geneva in April 1967.

The new approach was characterized

by a larger number of programmes at a higher level and by increased
decentralization.

The Institute also had a fellowship programme and the first
fellowships had been awarded in "19°"7» thanks to a grant from the Govern
ment of the United StateB of America.

It hoped to establish posts for

associate members, who would enjoy the same advantages as fellows.

In

that spirit, he would submit to the Board of Trustees the proposal of
the Administrative Secretary-General of OAU and the Executive Secretary

of SCAthat the Institute should assist them in training their officials.
That proposal provided the best illustration of the services the Institute
could render.

,

In the matter of research, the Institute had already done important
work by determining the broad fields to be studied and selecting a

certain number of projects, which were already being implemented.

..

The

studies would cover three broad fields, namely, development and moderniza
tion problems^ international organisation problems and problems relating ■

ii/CN.14/SR.129(VIl)
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to human rights and international lav?. All those studies were vitally
important

for the,developing countries,

but they would also serve the

purposes of. the momborahip:of the United.Nations as a whole,

The research programme of UNITAfi must, therefore, mainly*be related
to the action by the international community to meet the ever-new needs
created by development and the maintenance of international peace*
Institute was,

The

for that reason, less subject to the constant pressures

of everyday routine than the secretariats of the United Nations and other
international organizations.

After-describing several important studies undertaken by the Institute,
which were mentioned in his report, he said that the two main functions of

IHITAHy training and research were interrelated;

research made possible the

development of new training methods in an ever-changing world*

Where administration was concerned,three

points should be emphasized.

The first was that the budget had been greatly simplified, although it still
conformed to United Nations procedures.

It was a modest one, but it should

be remembered that additional funds were made available to; the Institute
through the collaboration of other agencies.

Secondly, the staff o.f the

Institute was very small and carefully chosen on the basis of qualifications
in such a way as to ensure that all the'major regions of the world and all
schools of thought and religions were represented in it.

thirdly, the

Institute had made a point of systematically encouraging United Nations
agencies to co-ordinate their activities.

Preliminary results suggested that the Instituted work should be

extended in the near future and that new sources of funds would have to be
found.

In that connexion, it should be noted that almost half the

contributions to the Institute came from developing countries.

Lastly, as the report of the Institute showed, it was attempting to

find the best-means of meeting the demands which were likely to be made upon
it"and: which were of direct interest to the Commission,

It would, therefore,

:take" due note of the- comments and suggestions made by the secretariat and
the members of the Commission,

E/CN. 14/SR.129(VIII)
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Mr. MILI (Deputy Secretary-General,

International Telecommunica

tion Union) said that the joint ECA/OAU Meeting at Addis Ababa, which
had brought together representatives of all the African telecommunica
tion adm istrations, had produced a realistic and efficient plan for
inter-conneoting national networks.. The plan would make possible the

creation of the future pan-African telecommunication network urgentlywanted by all the African oountries.

It had been ITU's task to implement

the first phase, and it had succeeded in doing so thanks to the work
of the Plan Committee for Africa/

The plan for interconnecting national

networks had first been outlined at Dakar in 1962*

Despite the lack

of basic data, that first attempt had ^been intended to give Africa
a personality in the world of telecommunications by drafting a plan

of its own.

The Addis Ababa plan, which would replace the preliminary

plan, was a rational plan based on reliable traffic data and statistics,
African engineers had adopted standards suited to Africa and had drawn
up a plan which, when carried into effect would meet the continent's

needs for a reasonable length of time.

The Plan Committee would Hold

its next meeting in three.years'time and could thon mako any changes required
in the plan to correct the inevitable errors of judgement or to meet
new requirements which could not as yet be foreseen.

The African engineers had also tackled the problem of training
staff and, for the first time in the history of telecommunications,

the technicians of a vast continent had fixed criteria for the choice
of sites for multinational or regional staff training schools.

Rapid

training of the technicians who would be responsible for operating

-and maintaining the future pan^-African network was essential.
Africa now had to enter the next phase, that of the implementa

tion of the plans drawn up.

It would be for the economists to seek

■ the most appropriate financing methods.
■.

*

Implementation of the plan for inter-conneoting telecommunication

networks would have to go hand-in-fcand with African industrialization.

Telecommunication projects should therefore be given the same priority
as industrial, agricultural or commercial investment projects.

.14/SE.
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The joint action by ITU and ECA was described in various documents
prepared for the Commission by the secretariat.

While the tangible

results might come up to Africa's expectations, it must not be forgotten
that laying foundations was always a lengthy process and that it was
wiser to proceed slowly in the early stages in order to establish
a solid base for more rapid progress later on.

In the teleoommunioation sector, the foundations had ~been laid
and tangible results could be expected at a rapid pace,

ITU would:

always respond to requests for its assistance both in the technical
field and in staff training.

The joint action to implement the plan

for the interconnexion of African networks had begun successfully.
Since it rested on a realistic basis, the future could be viewed with
optimism.

E/CN, U/3R* 129 ( VIII)
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THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that two years had passed
sin'de the last session of the

Commission, held at Nairobi,

The

secretariat's activities during that period were set out in the

draft report for the Biennium(E/CN.14/l>.321 and Corr.l),

Agenda item

5 covered sector "by sector, the most important features of ECA's
activities during the past two years and those planned for the next
:two years.

He would confine himself to certain general matters which,

in his opinion, required careful consideration by the Governments of
member

States.

The decision taken at Nairobi to meet in alternate years only

and to replace the standing committees by a system of technical
working parties seemed a wise one.

The respite thus granted to the

secretariat had enabled it to undertake a series of studie's designed
to further economic co-operation and prepare for the establishment
in each sub-region of institutional machinery to carry forward a

programme for economic co-operation.

Document E/CN.14/386 contained

an account of activities in 1965/1966 and the work programme for 1967/
1968.

Between i960 and 1963, the gross domestic product of the
African continent,

excluding South Africa, had increased at an annual

rate of 3«7 per cent.

primary commodities,

Thanks to

the growth rate had since remained the same

level or had even increased.
had,

however,

the improvement in prices of

The income of the average African

increased much less rapidly because the population

increase (2.6 per cent per annum) was more rapid than in other
regions,

except Latin America.

Africa was still very much an agricultural continent.

In 1964,

39-4 per cent of the gross domestic product of the region,excluding
South Africa, was derived from agriculture.

of "the

Between 80 and 90 per cent

African populations depended on agriculture,

fishing or pastoral activities.

forestry,

The contribution of industry to the

region's total product was only 10.8 per cent.

E/CK.14/SRi129( VIII)
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African eoonomies were open, but also dependent, economies.

Not only did exports and imports constitute an average of 25 per cent
of the national product and national expenditure, "but many of the

economies were .so specialized in their exports, and the internal
economy of most of the countries so. undeveloped, that they could do
little

to meet the

impact.of external changes.

.

The "balance of current international transactions was

generally negative for most African countries.

of their "balance of trade,

That was also true

except for countries where mining was

highly developed or where oil had been discovered.

In some measure,

deficits on current account had been increased in recent years by the
need to import capital goods faster than, imports of consumer goods
could be reduced. .The balance of.services and transfers would remain
negative until.-African countries had organized shipping, banking and
insurance servic.es in order to reduce i^heir dependence on foreign
undertakings.

■

, ■■■■.:-

.

It seemed that in almost, all countries,

the. actual growth rate .

of the gross domestic product was considerably lower than the
planned rate, due mainly to ovejrestilDatee of, the growth capacity of
short-term savings.

That state of affairs was attributable to

various factors apart from overestimates of savings capacities,

Exports had-expanded less rapidly and imports,

goods, more rapidly than planned.

;_

especially of consumer

The in flQW of capital from

abroad had remained almost stagnant between I96I and 1964, while the
outflow

of funds,for debt payments had: increased.

In some countries,

balance of payments difficulties had delayed implementation of
projects or even l§d. to their abandonment;
had been available,

even when foreign assistance

it had. not always been possible to raise,

sufficient funds locally to meet domestic costs,_

Agricultural

production had grown very slowly;, administrative weaknesses and a
deficiency .in executive capacity had ;seriously interfered with the
implementation of plans,

:,.■■.

■;.

.

..

,

The aim of economic planning.was increased output,

production, and social and-economic justice.

...

diversified

Such planning recognized

the importance of increased production, and the need for changes in the
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structure of national economies to achieve it.^ While the importance

of agriculture was appreciated, its relative share was expected to
decline with the passage of time and that of industry to increase.

Only a few African plans seemed to take into account the high

rate of population growth in Africa, and fewer still economic inte
gration as an instrument for accelerated growth.

As the development of African economies was handicapped by a

shortage of trained persons in all fields and at all levels, African
plans recommended manpower surveys and manpower training to meet the

special needs of African countries.

The major emphasis seemed to be

placed on the rapid extension of mass literacy, which was considered
essential to'democracy, apart from its contribution to economic,

production.

Good progress had been made in primary education,, but

in secondary education results had fallen short of requirements.

It was, furthermore, necessary to correct the old bias in favour of.
the humanities and to increase the number of students of science and
technology.

The States members of ECA had requested assistance from the

.

United Nations Special Fund in setting up and financing the African
Institute of Planning and Development at Dakar.

But now that the

Institute hadbeen established, the Governments which were financing
it from their budgets were not making full use-of its facilities,
and United Nations fellowships were not being taken up.

Since the inception of the Commission, the need for co-operation

had been recognized as the most important means of promoting rapid
economic growth and avoiding the imbalances which would result from the

isolationist pursuit of national objectives by individual countries.

In co-operation, member oountri-es would be able to produce cheaply
goods and services which were either not being produced within the
sub-regions or produced at high' cost. - "This was. true, in particular,
of the products of modern heavy or key industries, which were all
highly capital-intensive and^required large markets.

The larger

markets created through -sub-regional co-operation would increase

the scope for specialization in industry and agriculture among

.
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the member countries,
and raise the real
In refering to

which,

in its turn,

would lower costs and prices

incomes of their peoples.
the

technological gap "between the United States

and the USSR on the one hand,

and the European nations on the other,

a

well-known weekly had made the following statement:
"The real

solution to Europe's

technology gap is up to
the continent's money,

largely

self-inflicted

the Europeans.

It is to mesh

manpower and management "by tearing

down the old nationalistic walls that divide its markets,

restrict competition and protect inefficiency •••"
The example of Europe was also applicable to Africa,
With the

support of the member countries,

the ECA secretariat

had in the last two years been able to establish the framework for
the
to

institutional machinery required to bring Governments together,
promote working relationships between them and to

a modus operandi for securing,
support of all the
also

evolve

in respect of major projects,

countries of a

sub-region as a group.

the

It had

carried out pre-feasibility studies on specific multi-national

projects.

Those were only the

first

steps,

up by more concrete action on the part of
States,

In the

first

place,

some

which had to be followed

-fche Governments of member

countries had not as yet joined

one or other of the

sub-regional organizations already created.

that

very

connexion,

the

positive

statement

made

by His Excellency,

Lieutenant-Colonel Gowon,

Already in

sedtors,

certain

for instance,

and aluminium or air transport,

of countries larger than the
the unit of operation*

either

existing

the

the

In

previous day

had been most encouraging

industries based on copper
whole

continent or groups

sub-regions had been taken as

A meeting with industrialists and financiers

had been convened in January 19^7 "to provide advice and suggestions
on measures that
the

continent,.

could be taken to

investment in

The report on that- meeting had been published in

document E/CN.14/392.

Finally, as the profitable operation of those

projeots depended on the
national ones,

foster industrial

creation of markets wider than the present

the member countries should agree to

liberalise their

$/ car. u/sr.
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trade policies and pool their resources to develop inter-country
transport and communication links*
Bilateral and multi-national assistance for the
projects

in "bankable1.*

Maghreb countries,
sub-regions as
The

formulation of

form would probably soon begin to flow to the

and would be made available to

countries in other

soon as they had organized themselves to reoieve it.

institutional arrangements planned for each sub-region provided

for a

secretariat which would be responsible for fostering the

growth of the sub-region by mobilizing technical and financial
resources, both domestic and foreign.
States would need to

augment the

The Governments of member

resources of the

sub-regional

offices by contributions of personnel and material,
might perhaps also be made
countries with a view to
to

supplement the nucleus

But
to

the

donors in the more developed

the provision of advisers and consultants
staff.

sub—regional groupings were no more than a half—way house

development

In some areas,
view,

to potential

and approaches

of

closer intra-African economic relations.

action could be taken even now with that objective in

African countries could examine and,wherever necessary,- revise

existing arrangements relating to tariff preferences,
transport,

as to

shipping,

telecommunications and management of monetary affairs

so

strengthen their common economic links and foster the balanced

growth of the region as a whole.
communications,

technical

In transport,

shipping and tele

studies had been undertaken which should

enable member States to take action,.individually or collectively.

In agriculture, co-ordination of agricultural development plans and
agreements on programmes for increasing agricultural production
offered opportunities for co-operation on a regional scale.The issue of disparate monetary zones was a delicate one.-

It was suggested that the Commission might concentrate on implementing

the reoommendations of the Conference of Governors of Central Banks:
to run African central banking training courses and to publish an
African monetary and financial bulletin.
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With a view to

a further simplification of consultation procedures,

he suggested that the Executive Secretary should "be authorized to
schedule meetings for the purposes of consultations or negotiations
only when the matters to be considered had reached a stage of pre-

paration that would make it possible for clear results to be achieved
and for delegations to be ready for such meetings.

Representatives

should keep those considerations in mind when they came to review

the calendar of meetings for 1967 and 1968 in document E/CN.I4/INF/29.
In the words of the

late Secretary-General,

Dag Hammarskjold,

the Commission was a focal point where the economic needs of the African
people were expressed and where action designed to meet them was

initiated.

The secretariat was the executive arm of the Commission

and could be effective only, to the extent that the Governments of
member countries provided it with clear directives for its work and left
it in relative freedom to

carry it out.

The Secretary-General of the United Nations had laid down that

as many as 75 per cent of the internationally recruited professional
staff of the regional secretariats should, wherever possible, be

recruited from qualified and competent candidates from the region itself
However,

in the

African region there was a dearth of qualified

and experienced personnel to meet the needs even of the Governments

of member countries themselves.

The Commission was working towards

the goal of filling 75 per cent of

by competent African nationals.

the

posts in the

secretariat

Opportunities were not blocked for

competent Africans as they became available in increasing numbers.
The fact that there were not enough trained and competent Africans to

fill secretariat posts needed to be understood and accepted, as also
the problems posed by the use of two

working languages.

Refering to the great task confronting the Commission and the
whole of Africa and to the statement by Mr. Mboya which he hoped
would receive the attention it deserved,

he said that matters dis

cussed by the Commission and its subsidiary bodies needed to be
brought to the attention of farmers,

workers, businessmen and the
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growing number of educated people.

Until that was done, the work of

the Commission would remain ineffectual.

The secretariat could

advise Governments and coU*"borate with ministries and departments,
but in the final analysis,

it was on the farmers, wage earners,

entrepreneurs, technicians and technologists that economic development
depended.

Although Africa was endowed with abundant natural resources,
the task facing it was immense.

What was required was an awareness

of the need for development, an appreciation of the practical benefit
to be derived from development and the willing oo-operation of the
community to attain that development*

The meeting rose at 12,4-5 P.m.

